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Abstract
This paper researched and realized a measuring system of the vehicle gabarite based on the computer vision, in order to meet the
requirements of vehicle management department to measure the vehicle gabarite automatically. The accurate measurement of the
vehicle gabarite with non-contact and speediness was realized.
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departments have strong need of realizing the vehicle
automatic measurement in order to face the increasingly
complex vehicle measurements. As an important part of
vehicle automatic measurement system, the research of
vehicle gabarite system with automation, simple operation,
easy to promote is very necessary [4].

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of the society and economic
of our country, infrastructure construction of road in each
level is completed gradually and the car ownership is
increasing rapidly, and it brings a great convenience to the
production and living of people by the developing
convenient transportation and communication [1]. On the
other hand, the development of communication and
transportation brings a lot of social and economic
problems, such as frequent occurrence of traffic accidents,
environmental pollution, serious damage of road, etc.
Compared with developed countries, the laws and
regulations in the aspect of traffic regulation and
comprehensive governance in our country are still
imperfection, and the technological means are lag behind
them relatively [2]. Traffic management department and
related departments in our country are begin to formulate,
implement, improve the relevant laws and regulations in
order to improve this condition, and they are begin to
research and build the intelligent traffic management
systems based on the modern technology
Nowadays, the study about vehicle automatic
measurement technology already has a mature research in
developed countries, and it has been generalized and
applied in the practical production and life; manpower and
material resources is saved effectively, and the work
efficiency of relevant departments and personnel has been
improved enormously [3]. In comparison, research of
vehicle automation measurement in our country starts
relatively late. The related technology has a large gap
compared with international advanced technology level,
and it has not been effectively applied in the practical
production and life. The car ownership increases rapidly
with the development of our social economy, and relevant
*

2 Several insufficient of artificial measurement
method [5]
1) The measurement process is tedious, and the efficiency
is low. Measurement process requires many manpower
and material resources to prepare, and it often need to use
tools such as ladder when meet higher vehicle; survey
crews need to work together to measure the oversize
vehicle, and the data need to be recorded categorically by
manual work after measurement. Automated measurement
error is large, and the accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
2) The measuring time is long. The personnel need to pull
tape, climb escalator manually in the process of
measurement; precision cooperation of personnels is
needed in the process of measurement, and it should be
remeasured with mistake of one link. The measurement of
a common truck gabarite usually costs 20 minutes.
3) The measured results are susceptible to human factors.
The tool like measuring tape is easy to deform and incline,
and measured result is read by human, thus the accuracy of
measured result is unable to guarantee. On the other hand,
the measured cars' photos cannot be saved in the process
of measuring, and measurement results are easy to cause
controversy.
In order to solve the problems of artificial measurement, the relevant departments and companies begin to
develop automatic measurement equipment of the vehicle.
Nowadays, it can be divided into the following categories:
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three coordinate measuring machine (CMM), theodolite
measuring system, multistatic distance intersection
measuring system [6].
To display the real three-dimensional objects in the 2D
screen coordinates is the most basic objective in the
computer vision system, and three common coordinate
system is usually involved in this process, that is, image
coordinate system, camera coordinate system and world
coordinate [7], as shown in Figure 1.
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where lB is the distance between car body and camera, and
Zs is the distance between calibration target and camera.
At last, converting the body side pixel size on image to
actual physical size of body length.
The body height measurement can directly obtain
according to the binocular distance measurement
mentioned above: h  HC  DR . General training module,
HC is the erection height of the topcamera, DR is the
distance between car roof and camera measured by
binocular, h is the car height.
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4 Measurement of the actual car width
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mL perpendicular to the right edge lines. HlB is the
homography between estimated reference plane and the
top of the camera imaging plane in the calibration process.
Thus homogeneous coordinates of corresponding points of
the mL, mR in the reference plane is M L  H IB  mL ,
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FIGURE 1 Pinhole imaging model and commonly used coordinate
system

3 Measurement of car physical dimensions
Suppose mR is the image coordinate of one spot( usually
choose the midpoint) on the edge of headstock in
panoramic view of body side. mL is the image coordinate
of one spot on the edge of tailstock which is on the same
horizontal line of it. HIB is homography between reference
plane and side camera imaging plane in the process of
calibration, thus the homogeneous coordinates of
corresponding points of mL, mR in the reference plane is
M L  H IB  mL , M R  H IB  mR , lR is the physical length
of the car body, the projected length of the car body in the
reference plane is lB  M R  M L , as shown in Figure 2.
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According to the inference above, it is known that the
z
actual width wR of car roof is wR  R wB , where ZR is the
zB
distance between car roof and top camera measured by
binocular, ZB is the distance between reference plane and
top camera in the calibration process.
We detect the peripheral point of car roof by simple
pixel difference method, fit two edge lines by these
peripheral points, and obtain the pixel distance between
two edge lines. Then the actual physical size of car width
can be received based on the similar method of body length
measurement.
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5 Conclusion
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This paper designed and exploited a vehicle gabarite
measurement system based on researching the principles
and methods of the computer vision measurement system,
and it aimed at the demand of vehicle management
department to apply the vehicle gabarite automation
measurement. In this paper, considering about the
environmental characteristics of actual measurement field,
the outer contour features of the measured vehicle and the
request of system for measure performance, different
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FIGURE 2 Measurement principle of vehicle body length

According to the principle of simple triangle similarity,
that has:
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methods are used to measure the length, width, height of
the car [8]. The designed hardware environment is
regarded as basis and developed software is regarded as
the core of the system, and a complete set of vehicle
gabarite measurement scheme has been finished. Practical
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application results show that this system can accomplish
the measurement of vehicle gabarite rapidly, accurately
and automatically, which can provide a technological
mean for effective identification of and customized car and
comprehensive management of oversize and overload.
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